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Subject: Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) BOR-2019-00088 Final Response

This is the final response to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request submitted to the
Bureau of Reclamation (BOR) and assigned control number BOR-2019-00088. Attached is a file
containing 109 pages being released to you in part. Portions of these materials are being withheld
under the following FOIA Exemption:
Exemption 7
Exemption 7 protects from disclosure "records or information compiled for law enforcement
purposes" if the records fall within one or more of six specific bases for withholding set forth in
subparts (a) through (f). 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(7)(a)-(f). We are withholding 9 pages in part under
Exemption 7 because they are protected under the following subparts:

7(F)
Exemption 7(F) protects law enforcement records if their release could reasonably be expected to
endanger the life or physical safety of any individual. For the materials that have been withheld
under 7(F), we have determined releasing them could reasonably be expected to endanger the life
or physical safety of an individual because it would compromise the protection of our facilities
and endanger the life or physical safety of individuals.
We reasonably foresee disclosure of these materials would harm an interest protected by one or
more of the nine exemptions to the FOIA' s general rule of disclosure.
Appeal Rights
You may appeal this response to the Department's FOIA/Privacy Act Appeals Officer. If you
choose to appeal, the FOIA/Privacy Act Appeals Officer must receive your FOIA appeal no
later than 90 workdays from the date of this letter. Appeals arriving or delivered after 5 p.m.
Eastern Time, Monday through Friday, will be deemed received on the next workday.
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Your appeal must be made in writing. You may submit your appeal and accompanying
materials to the FOIA/Privacy Act Appeals Officer by mail, courier service, fax, or email. All
communications concerning your appeal should be clearly marked with the words:
"FREEDOM OF INFORMATION APPEAL." You must include an explanation of why you
believe the BOR' s response is in error. You must also include with your appeal copies of all
correspondence between you and the BOR concerning your FOIA request, including your
original FOIA request and the BOR' s response. Failure to include with your appeal all
correspondence between you and the BOR will result in the Department's rejection of your
appeal, unless the FOIA/Privacy Act Appeals Officer determines (in the FOIA/Privacy Act
Appeals Officer's sole discretion) that good cause exists to accept the defective appeal.
Address your appeal to:
Department of the Interior
Office of the Solicitor
1849 C Street, NW, MS-6556 MIB
Washington, DC 20240
Attn: FOIA/Privacy Act Appeals Office

Additional Contact Information:
Telephone: (202) 208-5339
Fax: (202) 208-6677
E-mail: FOIA.Appeals@sol.doi.gov

Office of Government Information Services
The 2007 FOIA amendments created the Office of Government Information Services (OGIS) to
offer mediation services to resolve disputes between FOIA requesters and Federal agencies as a
non-exclusive alternative to litigation. Using OGIS services does not affect your right to pursue
litigation. You may contact OGIS in any of the following ways: OGIS, NARA, 8601 Adelphi
Road, College Park, Maryland 20740-6001; Email: ogis@nara.gov; Website; Link to Office of
Government Information Services; Telephone: 202-741-5770; Fax: 202-741-5769 or Toll-free:
1-877-684-6448. You also may seek dispute resolution services from our FOIA Public Liaison,
Michelle Piland at (303) 910-5136. Using OGIS services does not affect the timing of filing an
appeal with the Department's FOIA & Privacy Act Appeals Officer.

We do not bill requesters for FOIA processing fees when their fees are less than $50.00, because
the cost of collection would be greater than the fee collected. See 43 C.F .R. § 2.37(g).
Therefore, there is no billable fee for the processing of this request.

Thank you,

MICHELLE PILAND
Michelle Piland
Bureau of Reclamation
FOIA and 508 Compliance Officer

Digitally signed by MICHELLE
PILAND
Date: 2019.04.26 07:59:32 -05'00'
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Background, Purpose and Approach

Reclamation aims to develop a workforce plan to address FITARA compliance and mission goals by conducting a workforce and
organizational assessment as an input for a future gap analysis
Background

Given the recent events within the Office
of Personnel Management (OPM), and
other federal agencies, establishing and
operationalizing the authority of CIO
positions has become a government-wide
initiative (i.e. Federal Information
Technology and Acquisition Reform Act
(FITARA)). Agencies are assessing their
IT/IR workforces and determining any
gaps or challenges that may prevent the
CIO from executing full authority and
oversight in delivering IT services.
Reclamation’s delivery of Information
Technology services has been
inconsistent and not readily available to
its customers, resulting in high costs
associated with IT operations and
acquisitions and increased risk and
vulnerability of its systems as well as its
workforce. In light of FITARA and
Reclamation’s strategic workforce needs,
it is imperative that Reclamation address
how the Associate Director of
Information Resources ( ADIR*) is able to
deliver IT services as soon as possible.

Purpose
To ensure compliance with all FITARA, Federal
Information Security Management Act
(FISMA), and Departmental Guidance for
Consolidation of Bureau Information
Management Technology, Reclamation’s IRO
is proactively responding by partnering with
Kaiser Associates to develop a comprehensive
IT Workforce Plan that establishes clear lines
of authority to the ADIR*. As an input for the
IT Workforce Plan, Kaiser Associates has
developed a Current Organization and
Workforce Assessment that provides
Reclamation with a comprehensive
understanding of the organization. The
purpose of the Assessment is to:
 Establish a baseline for current Reclamation
IT/IR workforce, policies, programs, and
procedures
 Produce a transparent representation of the
IT/IR workforce for the ADIR’s* immediate
use
 Inform the development and overall strategy
of Reclamation’s IT Workforce Plan that will
drive how Reclamation will manage their IT
workforce to better achieve it’s mission and
meet all FITARA, FISMA, and bureau-level IT
operational and IT security requirements

Approach
Kaiser developed the Current Organization
and Workforce Assessment through a
systematic analysis of current state data and
best-in-class benchmarks. This approach
included:
 An analysis of organizational structures,
workforce demographics, policies and
procedures, operational practices,
performance enablers and drivers for change
 A comparison of BOR against best-in-class
benchmarks from both private and public
sector organizations
 Distillation of informational interviews with
key stakeholders in each of the regions* to
identify unique challenges and strengths as
an input for developing a comprehensive
view of the current state workforce

*Associate Chief Information Officer as of 1/18/16
** Investigative interviews were only conducted with Regional leadership as Bargaining Units prevented
interviews with other FTEs

Assessment Outputs
 Bureau-wide overview of reporting
structure, series breakdown, talent
management metrics, and contractor
usage
 Regional KPI comparison against best-inclass benchmark organizations
 Current state Strength, Weakness,
Opportunity, Threat (SWOT) analysis
 Regional and IRO deep dive profiles
Confidential, Bureau of Reclamation
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Key Findings

Kaiser’s analysis of Reclamation’s IT/IR workforce identified current challenges in its reporting structure and communications, ability
to hire FTEs into critical positions in a timely manner and succession planning for an aging workforce

Theme

Key Findings

Organization

• Bureau-Wide Structure - The current structure does not provide the ADIR the oversight needed for

Bureau-wide Reporting
Structure and
Communications

Reclamation to effectively deliver IT/IR services because the Regions operate independent and under a
different Deputy Commissioner

• Formal and Informal Communications - The Regions and Denver formally communicate within IRMC
meetings and Technical Teams, however the Regions find it more effective to communicate informally
among themselves to address Region-specific goals and challenges

People

Bureau-wide
Occupational Series

• Total FTEs - The 1:22 ratio of Reclamations IT/IR workforce (244 FTEs, not including vacancies) to total
FTEs is comparable to the ratios of the benchmarked DOI Bureaus

• Mission IT Roles in the Workforce – 8 FTEs currently support IT functions and operations on the
mission side of the Bureau that are not formally recognized as part of the IT organization

‒ Recognizing all FTEs that support IT functions is necessary to comply with FITARA, and it also presents an
opportunity to better align with the Mission

• Vacancies - 28.8% of total IT/IR positions (64 positions) is vacant due to a number of internal challenges
in the hiring process and external competition with other organizations

‒ With limited resources, FTEs are overtasked and unable to be proactive in service delivery and operations
‒ 90% of the workforce was impacted by IT Transformation hiring controls, which partly contributes to vacancies

Talent Metrics

Analysis of current
workforce
characteristics

• Average Grade and Tenure - IT/IR should prioritize technical training and hiring recent graduates
because the average IT/IR FTE is a GS-12 with at least 14 years of Reclamation experience

• Retirement Eligibility - Reclamation IT/IR should prepare for the 20.1% of the workforce currently
eligible for retirement and additional 23.3% eligible to retire within the next 5 years

Confidential, Bureau of Reclamation
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Key Findings
Kaiser’s analysis of the IT/IR workforce’s current state uncovered inconsistent and ineffective use of Contractors across Reclamation
and identified strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats

Theme

Key Findings

Contractor
Utilization

• Bureau-Wide Utilization - The Bureau of Reclamation IT workforce is made up of 27% contractors,

Distribution of
Contractors throughout
the Bureau

aligning with best-in-class organizations which have 20-33%

• Denver Overutilization - Denver employs a workforce comprised of 41% Contractors to mitigate

high attrition rates and the impact of Departmental Hiring Controls, but there are inconsistent service
and operations due to inadequate knowledge transfer processes

• Regional Underutilization - Although the Regions suffer high amounts of vacancies, they are
reluctant to utilize Contractors due to the desire to keep knowledge in-house, employing <5%
Contractors on average

SWOT

Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities and
Threats impacting
Reclamation’s IT/IR
Workforce

• Strengths - Reclamation should continue to build up organizational strengths in IT/IR service

delivery, such as informal Regional Centers of Expertise and strong security guidance and compliance
managed from the Denver office
• Weaknesses - Reclamation’s should address internal weaknesses including workforce skill
deficiencies, an absence of an IT strategy to pioneer a future state and associated goals, and a lack of
workforce documentation preventing the ADIR from exercising authority over the IT/IR organization
• Opportunities - Reclamation should take advantage of the opportunities FITARA presents to
improve IT/IR service delivery through IT workforce planning, transparent budget formulation,
defined policies for budget execution and improved acquisition processes
• Threats - Reclamation must address external factors such as Departmental Hiring Controls, IRO’s lack
of relationship with Mission and HR offices and a highly competitive job market in order to achieve its
future state vision

Confidential, Bureau of Reclamation
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Bureau-Wide Reporting Structure and Communications
Formal Communication Channels

Purpose of the Technical Team: The Technical Teams are a formal communications
structure that enables collaboration for Bureau-wide IT initiatives. Once IRMC members
decide on initiatives, the teams are responsible for carrying out respective responsibilities
to ensure that the Bureau is successful in achieving its goals and reaching compliance.

Makeup of the Technical Teams: Teams
are comprised of individuals from the
Regions and have a designated team lead.

SCCM

Networking/Phones/
Video

Database
Administration

System Administration

IT Specialist (Sys Admin)

SCCM Team Lead

IT Specialist (Telecomm)

Database Admin Team Lead

IT Specialist (Sys Admin)

AD Team Lead

Contractor

IT Specialist (Telecomm)

Contractor

IT Specialist (Web Services)

IT Specialist (Telecomm)

Contractor

IT Specialist

Contractor

Contractor

Contractor

Contractor

Contractor

Contractor

Denver

Active Directory

Contractor

Contractor
Contractor

PN

Supervisory IT Program Manager

IT Specialist (Sys Admin)

IT Specialist (Network)

MP

IT Specialist (Sys Admin/Network)

IT Specialist (Sys Admin/Network)

IT Specialist (Communications Team)

LC

IT Specialist (Sys Admin/Network)

IT Specialist

IT Specialist (Network)

UC

IT Specialist (Sys Admin)

IT Specialist (Sys Admin/Cust Spt)

IT Specialist (Network)

IT Specialist (Data Mgt/Cust Spt)

IT Specialist (Sys Admin)

GP
DC

IT Specialist (Sys Admin/ Operating)

IT Specialist (Sys Admin/ Operating)

IT Specialist (Network/SysAnalysis)

IT Specialist (Data Mgt)

IT Specialist (Sys Admin/ Operating)

Contractor

Contractor

IT Specialist (Sys Admin)
IT Specialist (Development Chief)

IT Specialist (Sys Admin Netowrk)
IT Specialist (Sys Admin/Network)

Contractor

Challenges:
Key
FTE
Contractor
Vacancy

• A lack of clarification regarding leadership and responsible parties has led to mismanagement of technical teams
• IRMC members serve as liaisons but have no authority to drive technical team initiatives
• High reliance on contractor support on technical teams impedes the ability to construct teams that will implement
long-term initiatives through fruition
*Team composition data as of 11/01/2015
Note: This list may not depict all technical teams and is based on data provided from IRO

Confidential, Bureau of Reclamation
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Bureau-Wide Occupational Series

Variation of 2210 Series Roles in Reclamation’s IT Workforce
Parenthetical Titles

Parenthetical titles are used in some cases to identify the duties and responsibilities performed and the special knowledge and skills required.
Although not all 2210s are distinguished with specialty titles, a significant portion of 2210s in Reclamation are identified with specified
specializations. OPM has prescribed eleven parenthetical titles for the Information Technology Management Series, 2210.

Policy and Planning
Network Services

Enterprise Architecture
Data Management

Security
Systems Analysis

Systems Administration
Applications Software
Utilization in Reclamation
Variation in Reclamation 2210 Titles & Responsibilities
Since hiring processes for 2210s can be more flexible under the hiring controls than other series,
these positions are often tasked with functions allotted to the other occupational series that are
restricted by hiring controls, for example:

Customer Support
Operating Systems

Internet

2210 IT Specialist Titles

IT Specialist
IT Specialist (Customer Support)
IT Specialist (System Analysis)
Regional Office
Supervisory IT Specialist
A GS-2210 IT Specialist (System Administration) in PN is responsible for “monitoring existing and
IT Specialist (System
future data and voice communications and telecommunications workload to recommend
Administration)
staffing and organizational changes as appropriate,” which is a function of the 0391
IT Specialist (Network)
telecommunications series
IT Specialist (Data Management)
2210s in Area or Field offices often are required to perform duties outside of their specifically
defined title responsibilities:
IT Specialist (Information Security)
IT Specialist (Security)
Montana Area Office
An IT Specialist (System Administration/Customer Support), in GP Region’s Montana Area office IT Specialist (Application
"serves as MTAO's facilities “local IT Security Officer” although the parenthetical “security”
Software/Data Management)
descriptor does not appear in the title
IT Specialist (System
Administration/Customer Support)
Position Description Analysis
Through analysis of all 2210 PDs in the Bureau, it is apparent that the detailed roles and
IT Specialist (Internet)
responsibilities vary to a great extent within each of the parenthetical titles.
IT Specialist (Application Software)

PN

GP

Conducting a Bureau-wide effort to standardize the 2210 series PDs (both in title and function
consistency) across the regions could serve to simplify and streamline Reclamation’s talent
acquisition process

IT Project Manager
Other*
Total

* “Other” titles refer to FTEs with infrequently used 2210 parenthetical titles that are a combination of the
specializations listed above (e.g., “IT Specialist (Data Management/System Admin)” ) or are infrequently used
titles (e.g., “IT Specialist (Operating Systems)”)

Total

47
24
13
13
12
10
8
6
5
4
4
4
3
3
45
201

Confidential, Bureau of Reclamation
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Bureau-Wide Talent Management Metrics

Retirement Eligibility and Vacancies Across Reclamation
Retirement Eligibility by Region

Retirement Eligibility by Series

Region

Eligible

0-5
Yrs

5-10
Yrs

10-15
Yrs

15+
Yrs

Total

Series

Eligible

0-5 Yrs

5-10
Yrs

10-15
Yrs

15+
Yrs

Total

Denver

11

14

9

8

13

55

0305

1

1

1

1

3

7

Great Plains

7

8

1

4

6

26

0306

2

1

-

-

-

3

Lower
Colorado

-

-

-

2

2

8

7

3

4

14

36

0308

4

0335

1

-

-

-

-

1

Mid-Pacific

6

12

7

6

13

44

0340

-

2

-

-

1

3

Pacific
Northwest

10

7

9

10

6

42

0343

-

1

3

1

1

6

0391

2

-

1

2

-

5

Upper
Colorado

6

9

6

4

14

39

0392

-

1

-

-

-

1

0854

1

3

-

-

2

6

Washington,
DC

1

-

-

-

1

2

0856

2

2

2

-

1

7

2210

40

46

26

31

58

201

Total

49

57

35

36

67

244

Total

49

57

33

37

68

244

Vacancies by Region

Vacancies may be due to several factors, such as the ‘hiring freeze’, elongated hiring processes, and
competitive job market
Region

Denver

Great
Plains

Lower
Colorado

MidPacific

Pacific
Northwest

Upper
Colorado

Washington,
DC

Total

Number of
Vacancies

24

6

4

13

8

9

0

64

Percentage
of Workforce

17.14%

18.75%

10%

22.8%

16%

18.75%

0

20.8%

Note: All data as of 01/21/16

Key Considerations
• Most Bureau-wide vacancies are
2210s or contractor positions, with
the exception of 1 318 series
• Denver utilizes Contractors to fill
vacancies, but Regions are more
resistant to hire Contractors to fill
their many vacancies
Confidential, Bureau of Reclamation
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Regional KPI Scorecard
Methodology

Regional KPI Scorecard Methodology: Kaiser determined 8 key
performance indicators and assessed each Region based on key
stakeholder interviews, FPPS data and organization charts. The Regional
Scorecard determines preparedness and effectiveness of the Regional IT
Workforces. This Scorecard enables Reclamation to

1
2
3

Regional Scorecard

Compare Reclamation Regions to best-in-class benchmarking standards and
to standards within Reclamation
Determine areas of success in the Bureau to be leveraged across the Regions
Assess areas of poor performance across the Bureau in order to create a plan
to mitigate risk

Scoring Measures & Rationale

Key Performance
Indicator

‘Strong’ Definition

‘Average’ Definition

‘Poor’ Definition

Rationale

% of Vacancies in IT Workforce

<5%

5-15%

>15%

Benchmark Standard

Investment in IT FTE Training

Prioritized investment

Interested in investing

No investment

Benchmark Standard

Establishment and Utilization
of Knowledge Documentation

Existing, utilized
documentation process

Somewhat existing / somewhat
utilized documentation process

Nonexistent documentation
process

Benchmark Standard

Customer Satisfaction Metrics

Proactively tracks formal
customer satisfaction results

Proactively tracks informal
customer satisfaction results

No tracking of customer
satisfaction results

Benchmark Standard

Existence and Effectiveness of
Regional Workforce Plan

Existing and Effective plan

Existing and somewhat
effective plan

Plan does not exist

Reclamation Regional
Comparison

Availability and Quality of
Workforce Documentation

Data is readily available and
comprehensible

Data is partially available /
somewhat comprehensible

Data does not exist / is not
comprehensible

Reclamation Regional
Comparison

% Eligible & Upcoming
Retirements (Currently
Eligible – Next 5 Years)

<15%

15-30%

>30%

Reclamation Regional
Comparison

Center of Expertise Status

Considered COE by 1 or more
Region

Region self-identifies as COE

Not considered COE

Reclamation Regional
Comparison

Confidential, Bureau of Reclamation
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Denver Office

I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

Information Resources Services Division (IRSD) - Current State Analysis
Total Vacancies
Redundant Positions
29% of All IT Roles are Vacant*

• There are a total of 11 vacancies in this Division

• Project & Service Management has been vacant since
Preston’s promotion to Manager, resulting in his fulfilling dual
responsibilities
• 4 vacancies currently exist for Lead Operational roles: Lead
Oracle Database Admin, Lead Client Configuration, Lead
Windows Platform Admin and Lead Video Teleconferencing
‒ High attrition rates are amplified by a loss of institutional
knowledge by those who neglect to document processes

Out of Date PDs

47.6% Out of Date
• Out of date Position Descriptions include the following:
‒ Supervisor IT Specialist, GS-2210-14
‒ IT Project Manager, GS-2210-12/13
‒ IT Specialist, GS-2210-12
‒ IT Project Manager, GS-2210-13
‒ IT Specialist (SYSADMIN/INFOSEC), GS-2210-12
‒ IT Specialist (NETRSV), GS-2210-12
‒ IT Specialist (Network), GS-2210-11
‒ Printing Services Specialist, GS-1654-13
‒ Printing Officer Supervisor, GS-1654-13
‒ IT Specialist, GS-2210-13
‒ Supervisory IT Specialist, GS-2210-14

Denver
Pacific Northwest
Lower Colorado
Great Plains
Upper Colorado
Mid-Pacific
Washington Office

3 Redundant Functional Areas

• 3 ITSD positions are regarded as the authority on Web
Services
‒ 1 of these positions is not displayed as a FTE on the Org
Chart
• 3 FTEs in ITSD support Windows infrastructure, with 1
focusing specifically on the Denver and Washington offices
• 2 FTEs in Application Dev/Maint have the same position
descriptions

Contractor Utilization
58% Contractors**

• Operations Services has 20 contractors to provide Tier 3
support (13), provide Urgent & Compelling Infrastructure
support (6), and act as a Release Engineer (1). Contractor
positions in this group are allotted a budget of $3.719m
• Application Services Group utilizes 18 contractors for
Applications Development DBA Maintenance (3), a Technical
Writer (1), Enterprise Application Development and
Maintenance (1), Application Tester (1), Cyber Sprint
Application Development (6), Consolidated Apps Maintenance
& Support (5), and IMATS (1). Contractor positions in this
group are allotted a budget of $3.556m
• Reclamation Enterprise Support Services Group utilizes 18
Contractors that provide RESC and Sharepoint Development
support. This group is allotted a budget of $1.9m

*Includes Contractor roles
Confidential, Bureau of Reclamation
**# of contractors in “BOR IT Contractor Staff Data Call” Excel/ (FTEs in org chart + # of contractors in Excel)
*Redundancies derived from PD analysis and primary interviews and may not reflect exact day-to-day roles and responsibilities
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Denver Office

I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

Information Resources Planning and Compliance Division (IRPCD) Current State Analysis
Total Vacancies
Redundant Positions
33% of All IT Roles are Vacant*

• There are 11 vacancies in this division
• With 9 vacancies, the Risk Management Services Group is
lacking critical security competencies that are crucial to
maintain security standards
• Jesse Caro is listed in the org chart under the Records
Management Group is described as the Enterprise Architect in
his PD, which falls under the higher umbrella of the IRPCD.
• Without an Enterprise Architect, there is an absence of
management of an overarching structure for the Regional
Systems to work within

Out of Date PDs

27.3% Out of Date
• Out of date Position Descriptions include the following:
‒ Management Analyst, GS-0343-12/06
‒ Telecommunications Manager, GS-0391-14
‒ Supervisory Technician Information Specialist, GS-1412-12
‒ IT Project Manager, GS-2210-12/13
‒ IT Specialist (DATAMGMT), GS-2210-13
‒ IT Project Manager (Plcypln/Entarch), GS-2210-11/12

Denver
Pacific Northwest
Lower Colorado
Great Plains
Upper Colorado
Mid-Pacific
Washington Office

2 Redundant Functional Areas

• The 2210 Occupational Series and the vacant position within
the FISMA Compliance and Program Support Team have
identical roles and responsibilities
• The Manager of the Risk Management Services Group and the
CDM Lead are both designated as the Primary Lead on IT
Security Training in their position descriptions

Contractor Utilization
28% Contractors**

• There are a total of 6 contractors in IRPCD
• All 5 contractor positions in the Risk Management Services
are currently vacant, have a contract cost of $1.1 million, and
are paid per labor hour
‒ Contractors are responsible for providing senior level
cybersecurity services for the sustainment and/or execution
of the requirements listed in the scope of work.
• High turnover rates of contractors in the IT department leads
to lack of continuity in the service IRO is able to provide to the
Bureau, which is impacted by IRO’s lack of ability to conduct
successful knowledge transfer without documentation of
policies and procedures
• With 72% of the workforce being FTEs, this division is close to
its ideal goal of 75% FTEs

*Includes Contractor roles
Confidential, Bureau of Reclamation
**# of contractors in “BOR IT Contractor Staff Data Call” Excel/ (FTEs in org chart + # of contractors in Excel)
*Redundancies derived from PD analysis and primary interviews and may not reflect exact day-to-day roles and responsibilities
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Lower Colorado

Current State Summary

I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

Denver
Pacific Northwest
Lower Colorado
Great Plains
Upper Colorado
Mid-Pacific
Washington Office

Lower Colorado Current State Summary
Leadership

Performance Enablers

Regional IT
Manager

• LC is considered COE for VoIP based on
skillsets and having the largest installation

Supervisory IT Specialist, GS2210-13

Management
Services Officer
GS-0340-14

Workforce Strategy

Note: All data as of 01/21/16

# of FTEs
36 FTEs

• LC has the largest VTC presence in
Reclamation

# of Vacancies
12 Vacancies

• LC self-proclaims strength in utilizing
VMWare for virtual machines
• Security roles are strong and meet North
American Electric Reliability Corporation’s
Critical Protection requirements

FTE: Contractor Ratio

‒ LC continues to prioritize SCADA, IT
Security and building management

Challenges

• LC’s workforce strategy follows
• LC indicated a challenge in
Information Technology Infrastructure
communicating with the Denver Office,
Library (ITIL), which includes setting
which has contributed to the Region
realistic expectations and holding people
operating independently
‒ Methods for receiving services, records and
accountable
managed documents are not well-defined
• Area Offices aim to collectively operate as
•
Acquisitions
within the Denver Office is
a single IT operation, but organizationally
an area of contention for LC, which
IT FTEs report to individual Area Managers
desires updated tools for its customer base
• LC desires increased budget spend for
•
Out of date tools include Office 2010 v.
developmental, interest-based training
2013 and an absence of tablets
‒ LC recently invested in a training program,
StormWind, to provide interactive
certification training

Key Characteristics

100%
FTEs
Contractors

Lower Colorado does not
formally utilize Contractors
for IT functions due to the
mission-oriented nature of
its work

Average Tenure
Grade Breakdown
(Years)

Series Breakdown
(Years)

31
4
7

10
9

15

18 15

11

16

2
11 12 13

308

391

854

2210

Confidential, Bureau of Reclamation
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Lower Colorado

Current State Analysis
Total Vacancies

10% of All IT Roles are Vacant

• 1 IT Specialist (2210-11) in Customer Support is vacant in the
Yuma Area Office
‒ This position would fulfill identical responsibilities as Veronica
Welch, a GS-2210-11, focusing on computer equipment and
software resources, network support and security standards

• 1 IT Specialist (2210-11) role is vacant within the Lower
Colorado Dams Office, which would fulfill identical
responsibilities to an IT Specialist (Customer Support and
System Administration)
• 2 IT Specialist (221009) roles are vacant within the Lower
Colorado Dams Office, which would fulfill identical
responsibilities to an IT Specialist (Customer Support)

Out of Date PDs
31% Out of Date

• Out of date Position Descriptions include the following:
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

IT Specialist (CustSpt), GS-2210-09/05
IT Specialist (CustSpt), GS-2210-11/10
IT Specialist (CustSpt), GS-2210-11/09
IT Specialist (SysAdmin), GS-2210-11/10
IT Specialist (INET), GS-2210-11/10
IT Specialist (CustSpt/SysAdmin), GS-2210-11/10
IT Specialist (CustSpt/SysAdmin), GS-2210-11/06
IT Specialist (Network), GS-2210-12/10
IT Specialist (InfoSec), GS-2210-12/10
Supervisory IT Specialist, GS-2210-12/05
Supervisory IT Specialist, GS-2210-13/07

I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

Denver
Pacific Northwest
Lower Colorado
Great Plains
Upper Colorado
Mid-Pacific
Washington Office

Redundant Positions

2 Redundant Functional Areas

• LC’s IT Manager emphasized the importance of customer
satisfaction within his Region, which is supported by multiple
redundancies and outstanding vacancies among Customer
Support functions
‒ Two IT Specialists in Customer Support and System
Administration perform similar functions, specifically focusing
on operating systems, software and hardware within the Lower
Colorado Dam Office
‒ Two IT Specialists perform identical functions in Customer
Support for the Lower Colorado Dam Office, focusing on
Microsoft Operating system and technological trends
‒ 2 Yuma Area Office IT Specialists in Customer Support perform
identical functions for installation and maintenance of micro
system and network configurations

• Damian Runge (IT Specialist in Network) performs identical
networking functions as John Billerback (IT Specialist in INET),
which focuses on technical administration and operation of
the data communications for PXAO

Contractor Utilization
0% Contractors

• LC does not utilize Contractors for IT/IR roles due to the
perceived specialization of its work and high turnover rates

Note: All data as of 01/21/16
*Redundancies derived from PD analysis and primary interviews and may not reflect exact day-to-day roles and
responsibilities
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Great Plains Region

Current State Analysis
Total Vacancies

24% of All Positions are Vacant

• 8 total vacancies for 2210 series positions
• 2 vacancies for IT Specialist (SYSADMIN/CUSTSPT) in
Billings Office

‒ 1 vacancy for IT Specialist (SYSANALYSIS/APPSW) in the IT
Services Group (Billings Office)

• 3 vacancies for IT Specialist (2 in Dakotas Office and 1 in
Wyoming Office)
• 1 vacancy for a 0305 File Clerk in the Records Group

Out of Date PDs
8% Out of Date

• Dates when PDs were written were not provided by this
Region
• Disconnect between current organization chart, roles
defined by the IT Manager, and provided PDs for each role
indicates many PDs may need to be rewritten
‒ A Support Services Specialist is listed as a GS-0342-9, while
FPPS data classifies this position as a GS-0308-11

• A disconnect exists between the IT Specialist (2210-11) in
the Bismarck Office’s PD and role in the Organization Chart,
which is titled IT Specialist (Data Management)
‒ The absence of specific “data management” duties in this PD
indicates that this PD should be rewritten



I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

Denver
Pacific Northwest
Lower Colorado
Great Plains
Upper Colorado
Mid-Pacific
Washington Office

Redundant Positions

4 Redundant Functional Areas
• 1 IT Specialist (CUSTSPT) and 2 IT Specialist (SYSADMIN) are
managing and tracking Microsoft licensing for the GP region
• 2 IT Specialist and 2 IT Specialist (SYSADMIN) in the Billings
Office have identical PD descriptions, indicating the need for
a standardized title with potentially fewer FTEs or rewritten
PDs
• 11 IT Specialist (SYSADMIN, Network, Security) roles are
responsible for ensuring the application of IT security
procedures and policies across the regional offices
• 2 IT Specialist (SYSADMIN) and 2 IT Specialist
(SYSADMIN/CUSTSPT) in the Regional Office are managing
the development of applications using common commercial
PC software (Microsoft Office products)”

Contractor Utilization
0% Contractors

• The GP Region does not currently utilize any Contractors
because the IR and IT Managers prefer to have permanent
employees with the necessary skill level and confidentiality
• Due to past experiences, Managers find that they have more
authority and influence with FTEs

*Redundancies derived from PD analysis and primary interviews and may not reflect exact day-to-day roles and
responsibilities
Note: All data as of 01/21/16
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Mid-Pacific



Current State Summary

I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

Denver
Pacific Northwest
Lower Colorado
Great Plains
Upper Colorado
Mid-Pacific
Washington Office

Mid-Pacific Current State Summary
Leadership

Regional IT Manager
Chief, Information
Management Services
GS-2210-14

Workforce Strategy

• A robust application development staff
developed a unique budgeting tool to
address specific budgeting processes in
place at the Regional-level

# of FTEs
44 FTEs
# of Vacancies
12 Vacancies

• High customer satisfaction is maintained b
a centrally located Regional help desk

FTE: Contractor Ratio
Mid-Pacific uses contractors
occasionally for telephone
changes and will use a
contractor to assist us with
implementation of VOIP
some time this year

Challenges

• MP decided to only use FTEs rather than
contractors because this has led to a more
dedicated and accountable workforce

• The 'hiring freeze' has presented a
challenge in attaining adequate support in
remote area offices

• IT staff in each of the 5 area offices report
to associated Office Managers, who will
only contact the IT Manager if there is an
emergency

• Lack of support from the technical teams
and the Denver office leaves the Region
responsible for tasks that they do not have
the resources to fulfill

• Employees rotate amongst area offices to
combat lack of resources in remote areas

• With high and unpredictable turnover
rates, MP has found it difficult to develop
succession plans
• Although MP had a Tech Writer in the
past, this position is now vacant and as a
result there is no responsible parties for
knowledge documentation and transfer

Note: All data as of 01/21/16

Key Characteristics

Performance Enablers

100%
FTEs
Contractors

Average Tenure
Grade Breakdown
(Years)

11

12

14

11

12

13

Series Breakdown
(Years)

13

15

6

9

14

854

12

2210
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Mid-Pacific

Current State Analysis
Total Vacancies
18.8%

• There are 10 vacancies in the Regional Office
‒ The most important vacancy in the Region is a supervisor
role in the Infrastructure Branch

‒ There are 2 IT Specialist 2210 vacancies and a Tech Writer
vacancy in the Development Branch

‒ The Infrastructure Branch has a 2210 IT Specialist (INET)

vacancy, a Network Vacancy, 2 IT Specialist 2210 vacancies,
and a Project Manager Vacancy

‒ A Program Analyst position is vacant that reports to the IT
Manager

‒ An admin position is expected to be vacant in a few weeks
• There are 3 vacancies in the Area offices
‒ 2 of the 3 total positions in the Northern California Area

Office are vacant; 1 of the 2 positions in the California Area
Officer are vacant

• In order to compensate for high number of vacancies,
employees rotationally drive long distances to support
area offices
• While succession planning was a priority in the past for the
Region, it has become too challenging to predict
vacancies

Out of Date PDs
0% Out of Date

• Dates when PDs were written were not provided by this
Region



I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

Denver
Pacific Northwest
Lower Colorado
Great Plains
Upper Colorado
Mid-Pacific
Washington Office

Redundant Positions

3 Redundant Functional Areas

• Multiple FTEs within the Regional Office have identical
responsibilities:
‒ 2 IT Specialists for Customer Support focusing on customer
desktop support and applications and special project support
‒ 2 IT Specialists for Data Management
‒ 2 IT Specialists generalists
‒ 2 IT Specialists for Systems Administration
‒ 3 IT Specialists for Customer Support focusing mostly on
systems support
• Multiple FTEs within the same Area Offices have identical
responsibilities:
‒ 4 Computer Engineers in the Industrial Controls Engineering
Group in the Central Valley Area Office
‒ 2 IT Specialists in the South-Central California Area Office and
1 in the Regional Office for System Administration
‒ 2 Supervisory IT Specialists in the Central Valley Office

Contractor Utilization
0% Contractors

• The Mid-Pacific Region is not utilizing any contractors currently
because of negative experiences in the past with lack of
commitment to the Bureau
• The Mid-Pacific Region uses contractors occasionally for
telephone changes and will use a contractor to assist us with
implementation of VOIP some time this year

*Redundancies derived from PD analysis and primary interviews and may not reflect exact day-to-day roles and
responsibilities
Note: All data as of 01/21/16
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Regional Workforce Planning Tool
GP and UC utilize a succession planning tool with criteria grade 1-5 to gauge existing and upcoming risks,
identify upcoming trends and facilitate conversations with Program Managers to determine staffing needs in IT
in addition to Records and FOIA
Factor Description

Low Risk

High Risk

Position Risk Factor

1 - Common knowledge/skills. Replacement of
this knowledge/skill is readily available and
replacements require little or only general
training to get up to speed.

5 - Position requires critical and unique knowledge/skills,
which will be difficult to replace. lf the position becomes
vacant or is left unfilled for a period of time there is a
potential for significant negative impacts to the
organization such as safety or reliability issues, failure to
complete time-critical work, failure to complete significant
and complex mission-critical work, etc. The position is
considered unique to the organization and requires more
than 4 years of specialized training to bring a replacement
up to speed.

Employee Attrition Factor

1 - projected attrition date is FY 2019 or beyond

5 - position is currently vacant or projected attrition date is
in FY 2015

Total Succession Factor

1-9: Low Importance: These positions can wait
to be filled because positions won't become
vacant in the near future and/or the skills are
readily available and don't require much lead
time to acquire.

20-25: Critical Need: These are the highest priority
positions and immediate action is needed. After getting
appropriate managerial approval, supervisors should
contact their Human Resources Office immediately to begin
action to fill the position.

This factor weights the significance
and/or uniqueness of the
position’s required skills and
knowledge for completion of
critical work and identifies those
positions that are likely to be
difficult to fill

This factor is based on the
employee’s projected attrition
date (calculated as FTE’s
eligibility date plus 3 years)

This factor is the product of
multiplying attrition factor by
the position risk factor and
identifies the significance, level
of effort and timeframe that
should be considered for filling
the position
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Regional Workforce Planning Tool
In addition to the Total Succession Factor, GP and UC rate their FTEs 1-5 across additional factors to identify
upcoming timelines in succession planning and technical skills required to fill each role
Factor Description

Low Risk

High Risk

Position Elimination Factor

1 – Position will not be eliminated within the
next 60 months

5 - Position will be eliminated within 12-24 months

Employee Skills Analysis
Factor

1 - Employee lacks the required technical skills
to successfully perform his/her duties. Extensive
training/development is required. (Discussion
with your Human Resources Office should occur
to identify a specific course of action.)

5 - Employee possesses a diverse set of technical skills
while serving as an expert in his/her field. Employee could
be utilized to provide guidance, mentoring, and/or training
to other employees

This factor identifies the
timeframe when a particular
position or set of skills will no
longer be required by your
organization and may be
eliminated

This factor identifies the current
technical skill level (rated from
“highly skilled” to “lacks necessary
skill” of all employees to
determine whether there are
specific training or development
needs)

Although the Workforce Planning Tool provided by GP and UC measures many of the best-in-class metrics, it is under-utilized, needs
development, and should be consistently utilized throughout Reclamation
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